This activity is jointly provided by Medical Education Resources and Dallas Cosmetic Surgery and Rhinoplasty Meetings.

**Target Audience**
Rhinoplasty Symposium - is designed for and limited to the plastic surgeon or otolaryngologist who would benefit from a refresher course in the anatomy and fundamentals of rhinoplasty. The didactic course will provide an update on specific aspects and problems of rhinoplasty

**Statement of Need**
With the rapid advancements in emerging surgical techniques, enhanced diagnostic tools and evolving treatment options, it’s more important than ever to remain in front of industry trends and collaborate to continue providing the highest level of care to each patient.

**Program Overview**
The Rhinoplasty Session is designed to take the participant from the basic fundamentals of rhinoplasty through the latest refinements and advancements in technique. It will consist of didactic lectures, cadaver dissections, panel discussions, question-and-answer periods, Participants will observe experienced surgeons demonstrate advanced closed and open rhinoplasty techniques via unedited videotaped surgery. Participants may directly engage in questions and answers with the surgeons.

**Learning Outcome**
To update training as necessary to learn how to implement safe practices into new and emerging techniques and technologies.

**Educational Objectives:** After completing this activity, the participant should be better able to:

- Analyze and diagnose common and subtle Rhinoplasty problems
- Identify the appropriate Rhinoplasty techniques for specific Rhinoplasty problems
- Demonstrate an individual approach to Rhinoplasty
- Apply advances in techniques and technology in secondary Rhinoplasty into daily clinical practice
- Identify and assess current and emerging therapies and their role in successful patients consultation
Physician Credit
This activity has been planned and implemented in accordance with the accreditation requirements and policies of the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education (ACCME) through the joint providership of Medical Education Resources (MER) and Meeting Designs, LLC. MER is accredited by the ACCME to provide continuing medical education for physicians.

Credit Designation
Medical Education Resources designates this live activity for a maximum of 6.5 AMA PRA Category 1 Credits™. Physicians should claim only the credit commensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity.

Disclaimer
The content and views presented in this educational activity are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect those of Medical Education Resources, Dallas Cosmetic Surgery & Cosmetic Meeting and Dallas Rhinoplasty and the educational supporters. The authors have disclosed if there is any discussion or published and/or investigational uses of agents that are not indicated by the FDA in their presentations. The opinions expressed in this educational activity are those of the faculty and do not necessarily represent the views of Medical Education Resources, and the educational supporters. Before prescribing any medicine, primary references and full prescribing information should be consulted. Any procedures, medications, or other courses of diagnosis or treatment discussed or suggested in this activity should not be used by clinicians without evaluation of their patient’s conditions and possible contraindications or dangers in use, review of any applicable manufacturer’s product information, and comparison with recommendations of other authorities. Information presented in this activity is not meant to serve as a guideline for patient management.